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Abstract. A systematic study of various photonic crys-
tal lattices and their optical characteristics is carried
out in this paper. Sensitivity of both dispersion and ef-
fective mode area characteristics to deviations of par-
ticular structural parameters of the lattices are the
main studied topics. The presented results can be ex-
ploited during the design of fibers and new devices uti-
lizing the studied lattices, when strict requirements on
optical characteristics of the fabricated devices are im-
posed. Performance benefits for the implementation of
particular lattices types in photonic designs are shown.
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1. Introduction
Photonic crystals fibers (PCFs) exhibit two-
dimensional periodicity in a cross-section compared to
traditional rotational symmetry. Dispersion profile of
PCFs can be tailored for desired applications ranging
from dispersion compensation [1] to non-linear optics
[2]. Another distinctive advantage of a PCF over
conventional fibers includes ability to achieve very
small effective mode area for non-linear applications
as well as large effective mode areas while maintaining
unique single mode operation. A typical high-index
guiding PCF structure consists of a solid core made
of host material (typically silica glass), surrounded by
cladding, and formed by the composition of multiple
air holes along the fiber in the host material. These
air holes are arranged in a periodic lattice and prevent
light from escaping from the solid core. The high-index
guiding mechanism is known as modified total internal
reflection (M-TIR), [3]. Since lattice determines
dimensions and shape of the core, it significantly
influences the effective mode area and birefringence.
Geometry of a photonic lattice and the shape of holes
affect dispersion, particularly its waveguide portion,
since the lattice determines the field distribution of
guided modes within the structure.
In this paper, the characteristics of photonic crystal
lattices are discussed from the viewpoint of structural
tolerances of dispersion and effective mode area. The
outline of particular lattice types for their potential
implementation in photonic designs is included.
2. State of the Art
The early designs of PCFs [4] utilized hexagonal lattice,
still used in recent designs [5], [6], [7], although cer-
tain modifications of the hexagonal lattice for achiev-
ing desired properties, e.g. large mode area (larger
than 80 µm2) by insertion of core defects, are known
[5]. The hexagonal lattice is attractive owing to its
simplicity, since few design parameters is responsible
for the lattice properties. Furthermore, the hexago-
nal layout of capillaries ensures that pressure among
capillaries during the drawing process is applied omni-
directionally, thus preventing the transformation into
different layout. The idea of stronger confinement of
light within a core led to an increase in number of air
holes within rings. This approach was utilized in [8],
[9], where an octagonal lattice was proposed and also
in [10], where the number of air holes within the first
ring was even increased to ten, creating a decagonal
lattice. The main benefits sourcing from the stronger
confinement of light are the lower confinement loss and
the wider range of wavelengths in the octagonal lattice
compared to the hexagonal lattice [8]. The decago-
nal lattice can provide high negative dispersion slope
for PCF designs with small lattice pitch (being about
1 µm) and may be promising for non-linear optics as
well, since the effective mode area as low as 2 µm2 has
already been reported [10]. Designs of PCFs with a
square lattice were also proposed in many papers [11],
[12], [13]. The results presented in [12] show lower
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dispersion and lower dispersion slope for the square
lattice than for the hexagonal lattice. This advanta-
geous property was exploited to design a PCF for dis-
persion compensation from E to L wavelengths bands
[12] or PCF for optical coherence tomography [13]. The
achievement of the better control of effective mode area
in PCFs was aimed in other proposals [14], [15], [16],
which did not utilize the polygonal layout of air holes.
On the other hand, in [15] and [16], the air holes form
repeating equiangular spirals. The spiral is a geomet-
rical arrangement that in many aspects resembles the
form of a seashell. This allows controlling the optical
characteristics by adjusting coefficients in exponential
expressions of the spirals. In particular, very low ef-
fective mode area of 0.71 µm2 [15] is obtained, if the
spirals are tightly curled. Nevertheless, the repeatable
fabrication of PCF deploying the equiangular spiral is
still unresolved.
3. Material and Methods
The studied photonic lattices are comprised of silica
glass as a background material and circular cladding
air holes. This shape of holes is the most common
in the generally accepted PCF designs and the most
suitable for fabrication, since a preform is formed by
stacking capillaries with a circular inner hole. In order
to simplify and without restricting generality, the re-
fractive index of air is considered as being constant and
equal to 1 in the simulated wavelength range, whereas
the dependence of refractive index upon wavelength
for silica glass whose properties accounts for material
dispersion, is modeled using the Sellmeier dispersive
formula 1, [17]:







Three different photonic lattices are considered in




These lattices can be easily described by a few ge-
ometrical parameters mentioned below. The consid-
ered lattices are optimized to support the fundamental
mode only. In all the studied lattices, omitting the
central air hole of the lattice forms the core. The ba-
sic forming unit of the hexagonal lattice is an equilat-
eral triangle of air holes with diameter d, which has
pitch Λ between adjacent air holes. The air holes with
equidistance from the core center resemble hexagonal
rings. The square lattice is obtained by repetition of
the basic square unit with side length Λ. The octago-
nal lattice is formed by repeating an isosceles triangle
of air holes with the vertex angle of 45◦ around the core
center, which creates octagonal rings of air holes in the
cladding, Fig. 1. The pitch between adjacent holes in
the octagonal lattice is not uniform. The pitch between
holes in adjacent rings is Λ, whereas the pitch between
the adjacent holes in the same ring is Λ1 ∼= 0.765Λ.
The diameter of the core is equal to 2Λ− d for all the
studied lattices. The reference values of parameters
are summarized in Tab. 1. The selection of reference
values should ensure that trends in characteristics can
be rescaled for other values of the parameters, if the
ratio d/Λ is unchanged, and the optical characteristics
fit within their linear region (i.e. results for a different
set of parameters can be obtained by the shift of the
reference characteristics).
Fig. 1: Schematic of (a) hexagonal lattice, (b) square lattice, (c)
octagonal lattice with denoted parameters, (d) optical
mode profile within octagonal lattice.
Tab. 1: Reference design parameters of studied lattices.
pitch Λ [µm] 2
octagonal lattice - pitch Λ1 [µm] 0.765Λ
air hole diameter d [µm] 2
number of rings Nr [−] 5
core diameter 2Λ− d [µm] 8
The results presented in this paper were obtained
by using the full vectorial finite difference frequency
domain method [18]. The meshing algorithm gener-
ates square mesh, which discretize the PCF structure,
creating Yee computational cells. Alignment of field
intensity vectors on edges and nodal positions within
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Fig. 2: Variation in chromatic dispersion with respect to wavelength for hexagonal, square and octagonal lattice for (a) −10 %
decrease in diameter of air holes from the reference value, (b) +10 % increase in diameter of air holes from the reference
value, (c) −10 % decrease in pitch from the reference value, (d) +10 % increase in pitch from the reference value.
each cell is chosen to satisfy continuity and boundary
conditions between adjacent cells. Values of field inten-
sity vectors are computed by employing approximation
of Maxwell curl equations. Conformal mesh technique
[19] is applied to the structure, where an interface be-
tween two materials is present within a computational
cell. This improves the accuracy of the numerical solu-
tion, since Maxwell curl equations are computed along
the material interface within the cell. Anisotropic per-
fectly matched layers (PMLs) [20] at the boundaries of
the simulation region are utilized to model absorption
of radiant energy from the simulation region. Utiliza-
tion of PMLs at the edge of the simulation region sat-
isfies the boundary conditions of Maxwell equations as
well as reduces the necessary computational domain.
Values of field intensity vectors are arranged in ma-
trices, which enable to extract information about field
profile and effective modal index neff of individual op-
tical modes at different frequencies by solving these
matrices.
The effective modal index is subsequently used to
compute chromatic dispersion, which is the sum of
material and waveguide dispersion. Dispersion is ex-









where λ [nm] is wavelength, c [m·s−1] is speed of light in
vacuum, and L [km] is length of fiber. The quantitative
assess of the transverse profile of the guided mode is ex-
pressed as an effective mode area Aeff [µm2], Eq. (3),
which is calculated based on the distribution of electric
field intensity E [V·m−1] within the structure:
Aeff =
(∫ ∫ |E|2 dxdy)2∫ ∫ |E|4 dxdy . (3)
The wavelength range considered in the simulations
of lattice characteristics is 1100–1800 nm.
4. Results
Systematic study of wavelength-dependent variations
in chromatic dispersion and in effective mode area of
different photonic lattices with change in structural pa-
rameters is presented below. The absolute change in
particular investigated parameter for 10 % and 5 % off-
set from the reference value of individual structural pa-
rameters is considered in the simulations. This corre-
sponds to the independence of the considered geometri-
cal parameters from the perspective of fabrication. The
decision on the limit offset value would ensure that the
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Hexagonal 39.08 38.9 1148 <0.144
Square 36.25 47.9 1146 <0.131
Octagonal 42.02 31.7 1166 <0.134
results are valid for various fabrication methods, re-
gardless of attainable precision of each method. The
reference values of effective mode area, dispersion as
well as zero dispersion wavelength (ZDW) and disper-
sion slope (DS) for the studied lattices are listed in
Tab. 2. Dispersion characteristics of the studied lat-
tices are evaluated first. Subsequently, the wavelength
evolution of the effective mode area is studied.
First, the diameter of air holes is varied and the
resulting change in chromatic dispersion is observed,
Fig. 1(a), Fig. 1(b). It can be seen from the simulation
results in Fig. 2(a), Fig. 2(b), that chromatic dispersion
in the square lattice is the most immune to diameter
changes of the air holes, where dispersion deviation is
less than 1 ps/(nm·km) at the wavelength of 1200 nm.
This is considered for the 10 % offset from the refer-
ence diameter. The curves of dispersion deviation for
a hexagonal lattice and an octagonal lattice evolve in
such a way that the difference in the first order deriva-
tions with respect to wavelength is slowly decreasing.
The intersection point of the curve is laid beyond the
studied wavelength range. The reason for this is simi-
lar arrangement of the air holes in n sided polygons in
these lattices compared to a square lattice. Neverthe-
less, the hexagonal lattice exhibits the highest change
in dispersion for negative deviation of air holes, in con-
trast to the octagonal lattice, whose highest change in
dispersion for positive air holes diameter deviation is a
fact.
The variation in pitch upon chromatic dispersion is
depicted in Fig. 2(c), Fig. 2(d). It can be concluded
that the square lattice is the most immune to deviation
in pitch from all the studied lattices. Therefore, the
square lattice can be perceived as suitable for photonic
applications with a strict requirement for dispersion,
such as wavelength conversion or four-wave mixing. A
potential problem of the square lattice for its deploy-
ment in PCF may be more complicated fabrication.
Unlike in the square lattice, high variation in chromatic
dispersion in the octagonal lattice with change in both
studied structural parameters is reported. This can be
explained as being the result of a smaller distance be-
tween adjacent air holes within particular rings of the
octagonal lattice compared to the hexagonal lattice or
the square lattice. Therefore, change in diameter of the
air holes or change in pitch, results in more significant
change in waveguide dispersion, as a consequence of the
change in field intensity in the vicinity of the bound-
ary between the core and the cladding. Simulation
results illustrated in Fig. 2(c) reveal that negative de-
viation of pitch alters dispersion characteristics for all
the studied lattices more significantly. In addition, it
can be concluded based on the comparison of Fig. 2(a)
to Fig. 2(d) that the change in pitch affects chromatic
dispersion of the studied lattices more than the change
in diameter of the air holes. This property of lattices is
related to change in core diameter, which is more prone
to pitch deviation and less to the holes. Regardless of
the lattice type, change in dispersion characteristics
due to change in studied structural parameters is more
of concern for long wavelength region.
The results on variation in effective mode area upon
wavelength are depicted in Fig. 3. Proper design rec-
ommendations are provided based on the generalized
characteristics of effective mode area of the studied
lattices. For instance, negative deviation of air holes
should be avoided during fabrication, since it alters the
value of effective mode area (Fig. 3(a), Fig. 2(b)) more
significantly, compared to enlargement of air holes. De-
viation of pitch is more of concern for change in ef-
fective mode area than deviation of air holes, which
can be inferred from Fig. 3. This can be attributed to
higher sensitivity of the core size to variation in pitch
rather than to variation in diameter of air holes. More-
over, the results reveal that the studied lattices are
more prone to positive deviation in pitch. This finding
demonstrates the octagonal lattice, for which the 10 %
negative (resp. positive) deviation of pitch changes the
effective mode area at 1500 nm by −7.4 µm2 (resp.
8.7 µm2). The effective mode area of octagonal lat-
tice is the most insensitive to variation in both pitch
and air hole diameter, which is caused by strong con-
finement (low value of Aeff ) of the fundamental mode
−98.5 % of power of the fundamental mode is located
in the core, whereas only 94.3 % and 93.8 % of power
is located in the same area for the hexagonal and the
square lattice respectively. Changes in structural pa-
rameters affect the effective mode area mostly at long
wavelengths (Fig. 3), since the electromagnetic field
spreads more toward cladding with increase in wave-
length. It is also noteworthy to mention that the wave-
length dependence of variation in effective mode area is
near-linear in the considered wavelength range, except
for negative deviation of air holes in the hexagonal lat-
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Fig. 3: Wavelength dependent variance in effective mode area for hexagonal, square and octagonal lattice for (a) −10 % decrease
in diameter of air holes from the reference value, (b) +10 % increase in diameter of air holes from the reference value, (c)
−10 % decrease in pitch from the reference value, (d) +10 % increase in pitch from the reference value.
tice Fig. 3(a). Hence, it is possible to predict a change
in effective mode area of PCFs utilizing the studied
lattices, if readjustment of the operating wavelength is
required.
5. Conclusion
Different photonic lattices were investigated from the
perspective of their structural parameters. Potential
PCFs deploying the studied lattices should be designed
to avoid variation in pitch, which predominantly influ-
ences characteristics of both chromatic dispersion and
effective mode area. The highest insensitivity of chro-
matic dispersion to change in structural parameters is
found for the square lattice. The utilization of the oc-
tagonal lattice is promising for applications requiring
low variation in effective mode area, such as high power
fiber lasers. For such applications one has to consider a
lattice different from the hexagonal carefully. The main
contribution of this paper is the presented sensitivity
study of optical characteristics to structural deviations,
which should be taken into account in future PCFs de-
signs, especially those with non hexagonal lattice.
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